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ON THE UNIQUE FACTORIZATION PROBLEM 
IVAN CHAJDA 
B. Jonsson has posed the following problem in [1]. Let 91 = (A, 0, RY)Yerbe an 
algebraic structure consisting of a set A, an indexed family of relations RY of the 
finite rank over A, and a distinguished element 0 e A satisfying the condition (0, 
..., 0) e RY for all y e T. Let <€ be a class of relational structures of the same type. 
91 is said to have the unique factorization property over the class <€ if two following 
conditions hold true 
1. '(is isomorphic to a direct product of directly indecomposable structures of the 
class <S. 
2. Whenever 91 = n % = U 93a, where 9lT, «<7 e « , r e T, o e S, and %, 23„ are 
T6 T oeS 
directly indecomposable, then card T = card S and there exists a one-to-one map 
JT of Tonto S such that 91- = 93-r(T) for each r e F ( = denotes an isomorphism). 
The problem is to give conditions for algebraic structures to have the unique 
factorization property. 
This problem was solved in [1] for finite structures. Also some results about it are 
known for finite direct products. The purpose of this paper is to find some sufficient 
condition in the general case. 
Let 91 = (.4, 0, / O v e r be an algebraic structure with (0, ..., 0) e RY for each 
Y e T. The element 0 is called the zero of 91. We say that 91 is almost without 
zero-divisors, if card A > 1 and there exist two fixed indices y0, ^ e f such that RYo 
is a partial binary operation © and RYl is an rz-ary operation co (AZ > 1) with the 
following properties 
(i) a©0, 0©a exist for each a e A and a©0 = 0©a = a, 
(ii) for arbitrary a,, ..., an e A 
ax...anco = 0 if and only if ay = 0 for at least one j e { 1 , . . . , n). 
The direct product of algebraic structures 91, of the same type for r e T will be 
denoted by n 9lT. We denote by prT the projection of IT % onto the direct factor 
T e T T G T 
9lr. If a , = (Ax, 0, Rv)rtrand 9t= n « „ then 21= (A, 0A, / ? r ) y e r where A is the 
T e T 
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Cartesian product of AT ( r e T) and QA is an element satisfying prT0A = 0 for each 
T e T; further, relations RY are performed component by component. Clearly, 0A 
is the zero of 21. 
Lemma 1. An algebraic structure almost without zero-divisors is directly 
indecomposable over the class of structures almost without zero-divisors. 
Proof. Let n 2Ir be an algebraic structure almost without zero-divisors and so 
reT 
for % (T e T). Let card T>2. If r \ r" 6 T, T'^T", a, b e U 'lr such that 
r e T 
pr a + 0, prTa = 0 for r=£ r ' and prx.b±Q, prTb=Q for T4^T", then a£QAj=b, 
however, ab...bco = 0A, which is a contradiction. 
N o t a t i o n . Let 2lT ( r e T) be algebraic structures of the same type, 21= n 2lT. 
r e T 
Let F'cz T. By 2fT (or n 2lT) is denoted a substructure of 21 such that 
r e T ' 
a e 2lr iff a e 21 and prTa=0 for T' + T 
(or a e Y\ 2lT iff a e 21 and prTa =0 for r e T— T, respectively). If aT e 2lT, we 
r e T ' 
denote by aT an element of 2tr such that prTdT = aT. 
Lemma 2. Let 2lT for T e T be algebraic structures almost without: ero-divisors 
and of the same type. Let 21 = n 2lr. 
r e T 
(a) Letax,..., an e 21 such that for each r e T there exists at least one j e {\,...,n} 
with prT a, = 0. Then a,...anco = 0A. 
(b) Let a, b e 21 with either prT a = Q or prTb = 0 for each reT. Then a©b, b©a 
exist in 21 a©b = b©a and 
prT(a©b)=prTa or prTb 
for each reT. 
(c) 2lT for T e T are also algebraic structures almost without zero-divisors of the 
same type as 2lr. 
Proof, (a) For each r e T we have 
prT(al...an(o) = (prTa1)...(prTan)w = 
= (prTal)...(prTa]-l)0(prTaj+l)... 
(prTan)co = 0, thus al...anco = QA . 
(b) For each r e TprTa©prTb is defined and equal to prTb©prTa (by (i)). From 
the definition of direct product we get 
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prT(a@b) = prTa®prTb, 
thus a@b is also defined and equal to b@a. As prTa = 0 or prTb = 0, it is evident 
that 
prT (a@b) = prTa@prTb = prxa or prxb. 
(c) Evident. 
Theorem 1. Let 2lT, 93a for r e T, a e S be algebraic structures almost without 
zero-divisors and of the same type. Let .21= n 2IT, 93= n 93a and q? be an 
v e T a e S 
isomorphism of 21 onto 93. Then there exists an injective mapping o—> ra of S into T 
such that 93 a cz q?(2lT„) for each o e S. 
Proof. 1°. Let us choose a fixed o0 e s arbitrarily. Let b e
 sSa(), b£0B. Then 
pr0()b = bn()± 0 and prab=0 for a^a0. Denote by a an element of 21 such that 
qp(a) = b. As q? is an isomorphism, such a e 21 exists, hence there exists r() e Fsuch 
that prT()a£0. Denote aT(=prT()a. Further, denote by c an element of 21 such that 
prTc = prTa for T± r„ and prT()c = 0. By Lemma 2 (b), aT()©c exists and, evidently, 
a = ^T()©c. 
By Lemma 2(a) we obtain dT()c...cco = 0A. Hence 0B = q)(0A) = cp(aT()c...coj) = 
q?(aX())qp(c)...qp(c)a). According to the definition of direct product we get 0 = 
pr„0B = (pra(p(aX())(pea(p(c))...(pra(p(c))a). By (ii) we get 
(A) either pra(p(dX()) = 0 or pra<p(c) = 0 
for each a e S. 
2°. If cp(dX()) £%<,„, then there exists a'^a0 such that praq)(dT())£0. By (A), 
pracp(c) = 0. As cp is an isomorphism, the existence of dT()@c implies the existence 
of (f(aj®(p(c) and, moreover, cp(dT())®(p(c) = q)(dT()®c) = (p(a) = b. Thus 0 = 
prab=pra.(p(a) = pra,(p(dT()®pra.(p(c) = pra.(p^ which is a 
contradiction. In the same way we obtain a contradiction for q?(c) £ 93CT(). In the 
summary, we have 
(B) cp(dT()e%a(), cp(c)e%a(). 
3°. By (B) praqp(dT()) = 0 = praq?(c) for each o± o0. By (A) either pra()qp(dT()) = 0 or 
pr<,„<p(c) = 0. Thus either <p(dT()) = 0B or qp(c) = 0B. 
If q)(c) + 0B, then <p(aT()) = 0B and 6 = (p(a) = q)(dT())®q)(c) = q)(c). As (T is a 
one-to-one mapping, we get a = c. However, 0 = prT()c, prT()a = aT()£0, and there-
fore a+c, which is a contradiction. 
It remains cp(c) = 0B, i. e. (p(a) = q)(dT()®q>(c) = q>(dT(). As <p is a one-to-one 
mapping, it implies a = dT(). Thus, for each b e Ba(), b^0B there exists an index 
r() e F and an element dT() e 2tT() such that (p(dT()) = b. 
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4°. We prove that this index r() is the same for all b e ©ao. Let bx, b2e $ a o , 
bx ± 0Bj=b2. By 3° there exist r,, r2 e T and elements aTl £ 2tTl, aT2 e 2lT2 such that 
cp(aTx) = bx, cp(aT2) = b2. Clearly aTx±0A + aT2. Suppose r, =£ r2. Then, by 
Lemma 2(a), 
0B = <p(0A) = <^(aTlar2...aT20;) = Z?1a2...620;, 
however, by Lemma 2(c), 
0B4^bxb2...b2(D, a contradiction. Thus r, = r2. 
Accordingly, there exists an index r() e Fsuch that for each b e ©„(), b^0B there 
exists a e 2!r() satisfying cp(a) = b. If b =0B, we put a = 0A . Clearly (T(0A) = 0B and 
0A e 2tT(). Thus <p($Too)2©ao, where rao-= r„. As.a„ e 5 was choosen arbitrarily, the 
preceding holds true for each o e S. K 
5° The unicity of ra for each a e S follows by 4°: If
 s 3 a cz <p$Tl), $ a cz <p( 21J, 
r, ^ r 2 , then for 0S=£6 e ©a we get b = cp(aT), dT. e 2lT/, / = . l , 2. This yields a 
contradiction by the reasoning as in 4°. Hence there is a mapping o—> ra of S into T 
with © ac<p(«T a) . 
6°. Prove the injectivity of this mapping. Let ox, o2e S,T e T and 33ai cz <T(2lT), 
sS.2czcT(2itr). Let fia| e ©a„ fia2 e ©„2, bax±0B±ba2. Then there exist a„ a2 e 2TT 
such that cp(ax) = bax, cp(a2) = baj. Clearly, ax±0A±a2. By Lemma 2(c), 2lr is 
almost without zero-divisors, thus axa2...a2a>£0A. However, 0B = q?(0A)^ 
+ cp(axa2...a2a)) = baxBa2(o = 0B by Lemma 2(a), which is a contradiction. Sum-
marizing, a—> ra is an injective mapping. 
Theorem 2. If an algebraic structure 21 = ( A , 0, RY) y e r 15 directly decomposable 
into structures almost without zero-divisors, then 21 has the unique factorization 
property over the class of structures almost without zero-divisors. 
Proof. Let 2L, 33 a be algebraic structures almost without zero-divisors of the 
same type for r e T, o e S and 
21= n %=Il 93a. 
r e T a e S 
By Lemma 1, 2lT and 93a are directly indecomposable. Denote by cp the isomorph-
ism of n 2lT onto n 93a. Clearly cp~
l is also an isomorphism of n 93 a onto II21V 
r e T a e S a e S r e T 
and qp~lqp = idA. By Theorem 1, there exists exactly one ra e Ffor each o e S and 
just one oT e S for each reT such that §T 
As lT .rafT-={0A} for r ' =£ r", r ' , r ' , r" £ F, we have rCTr = r a n d ^ "
1 ^ ) = \ . In 
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1Не $ а т е \уау оХа = о сап Ье р^оVес1 апс! фШТа) = $3 0 .1п о*Ьег шогс!§ 1Ье т а р р т § 5 
а: о—>та апс! /3: г—>ох $а11$1у 
а(3 = Ш8, /За = Шт. 
Непсе а апс! /3 аге 8иЬ]ес11Уе апс1 1а|ес11уе апс! %х 1$отогрЫс ю ®^ ( Т ). И ГоНоиге 
[На! ?1т 18 1$отогрЫс Хо 53^(Т), шЫсН сотр1е1е$ 1Ье ргооС 
КЕРЕКЕNСЕ 
[1 | .!(Ж880гЧ, В.: ТЬе иш^ие гасиэпхайоп ргоЫет. Со1к^. Мат., 14, 1966, 1—32. 
Кесеп/ео! АргП 2, 1974 Шёа ЫдоуусН тпШа 290 
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О ПРОБЛЕМЕ ОДНОЗНАЧНОЙ ФАКТОРИЗАЦИИ 
Иван Хайда 
Резюме 
Предполагаем, что алгебраическая структура ЧЛ выполняет условие однозначной 
факторизации в классе % существуют ли прямо неразложимые структуры ?1Т е # для г е Ттак, 
что Л изоморфна прямому произведению структур ?1Г (г е Т) и, если ЯЗет е # для о е5 прямо 
неразложима и >Ч изоморфна прямому произведению структур $3СТ (о е 5), потом существует 
биекция л множества Т на 5 так, что Лг изоморфна с $«/(.,. В этой работе введено понятие 
алгебраической структуры почти без делителей нуля и доказано, что если алгебраическая 
структура Л прямо разложима на структуры ЧЛГ (г е Т) почти без делителей нуля (для 
произвольного множества Т), то Я выполняет условие однозначной факторизации над классом 
структур почти без делителей нуля. 
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